STATIC AND DYNAMIC ELECTRICITY. New 2nd edition
Shows the relationship between a thorough grounding in the basic principles of electromagnetic theory and the application of this knowledge to practical field problems. It is, as well, the first extensive treatment of electrostatics using the mks system. Nomenclature has been modernized throughout, and the American Standard letter symbols are used. Features of the revised edition include additional theorems, simplified and generalized derivations, forty new electrostatic problems, and two new chapters on electrostatic waves.

MICROBIOLOGY WITH APPLICATIONS TO NURSING
Exceptionally well illustrated and supplemented by many aids for instruction, this text treats the morphology, physiology, classification, and techniques of microbiology, with emphasis upon the means of control of microorganisms. Special sections are devoted to specific pathogenic bacteria, fungi, Rickettsiae, viruses, protozoa, worms, etc.

RECENT EXPERIMENTS IN PSYCHOLOGY. New 2nd edition
Revised in order to reflect recent trends in psychological experimentation, this text contains new information on the current interest in perceptual problems, the dynamic approach associated with the growing importance of clinical psychology, and the development of research in the field of social psychology.

INTRODUCTION TO THE BACTERIA
By C. E. CLIFTON, Stanford University. 528 pages, $5.00
Offers an introduction to the nature and activities of bacteria with particular emphasis on the more common organisms which most directly influence the welfare of man. It compares bacteria with other micro-organisms as regards morphology and physiology, stresses the general biological and biochemical aspects, and illustrates the principles of microbial behavior.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTROCHEMISTRY. New 3rd edition
By CHARLES L. MANTELL, Newark College of Engineering. Chemical Engineering Series. 781 pages, $8.50
Emphasizes the technological importance of electrochemical processes, stresses their practical aspects, and adheres to the engineering viewpoint. As before, the treatment is exceptionally thorough and covers theory, various types of processes, their applications and products, equipment and methods, and presents a large amount of operating data gathered in the field.

Send for copies on approval
McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.
330 WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
For reports on the selective staining of tissues in vivo and in vitro, and as a tool in the study of active cell processes, see Public Health Reports 63: 1231-1238 (1948); and Transactions of The New York Academy of Sciences, Series II, Volume 12, No. 5, March 1950.

Write for further information on this and other Tetrazolium compounds to:

Montclair Research Corporation
4 Cherry Street, Montclair, N. J.
Manufacturer

or

Amend Drug & Chemical Co., Inc.
117-19 East 24th Street
New York 10, New York
Distributor
Hot Alcohol Extracted

VITAMIN TEST CASEIN

"Vitamin-Free" for Biological Assay and Research

Because of its freedom from biologically significant amounts of vitamins, Vitamin Test Casein GBI is ideally suited for the preparation of experimental diets requiring a "vitamin-free" animal protein base.

In the preparation of this product, we subject the raw casein to several thorough extractions with hot alcohol. A batch process is employed requiring five days for complete extraction, drying and grinding. Complete isolation of the operation helps insure against possible contamination with vitamins.

The process is designed to remove both fat and water-soluble vitamins making the product suitable for the usual biological depletion procedures. Each lot of Vitamin Test Casein GBI bears a control number identifying the entire process of manufacture from production formula to packaged material. Biological tests are run at significant intervals to assure consistent and satisfactory results. It has been the Vitamin Test Casein of choice of many laboratories for the past ten years.

Available in 5, 25 and 100 lb. fibre drums at reduced prices. Many large users effect a substantial saving by taking advantage of our 1000 lb. contract price.

OTHER GBI NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS

BIOLOGICAL TEST DIETS  VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS
TEST DIET INGREDIENTS  MICROBIOLOGICAL MEDIA
VITAMINS (CRYSTALLINE)  RESEARCH BIOCHEMICALS
AMINO ACIDS (CRYSTALLINE) CAROTENE CONCENTRATES

For complete details and prices
Write for GBI list No. 677


GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC.
60 LABORATORY PARK  •  CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
ANNOUNCING!

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE IN RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE TECHNIQUE

J. Beeber Co., Inc. proudly announces the inauguration of a new professional service in Radioactive Isotope technique. Complete laboratories furnished according to A.E.C. regulations by specialists.

Other Beeber Services Now Include Instruction in:
- BIOCHEMISTRY AND BLOOD CHEMISTRY
- INSTRUMENTATION IN MEDICINE
- OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

Write to J. Beeber Co., Inc. for details and catalogue.

MIKRARK ILLUMINATOR for Micro-Projection

Using Zirconium Arc

Utilizing the new 100 watt Zirconium bulb the light is highly brilliant point source providing ideal light for microscopy and photo-micrography. Gives a pencil of light at color temperature of 3200° Kelvin.

Mfg. by Boone Instrument Co., N. Y.

RADIATION DETECTION APPARATUS

An extremely versatile, portable survey meter for monitoring alpha, beta and gamma radiation. High voltage supply, continuously variable from 200 to 1700 volts.

J. Beeber Co., Inc.—Sole Distributors of MIKRARK ILLUMINATORS and Distributors of equipment for NUCLEONIC CORP. OF AMERICA.

J. BEEBER CO., INC.
838 Broadway, NYC AL. 4-3510
1109 Walnut St., Philadelphia

FOR RESEARCH LABORATORIES

THE FRANZ ELECTRIC METRONOME

Beats TIME Audibly and Visually.

- Beats from 40 to 208 beats per minute.
- Accuracy guaranteed to ± 1%.
- Need not stand on level surface.
- Speed instantly changeable even while running.
- 1/4 Watt Neon Light visible in broad daylight.
- Light may be turned off if not wanted.
- Size: 5" die, 4" high, 3½" deep.
- Operates on 110 volt, 60 cycle, A.C.
- Price with Flash-Beat, $15.95.
- Price without Flash-Beat, $15.00.

Order from
S. FRANZ MFG. CO., INC.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

PHOSPHATASE

NON-PROTEIN ACID RANGE : BASIC RANGE

Now Available For Research Use

Inquiries Invited

ENZYME PRODUCTS
41 PARK ROW, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
THE CARVER LABORATORY PRESS

for General Research and Development

In the biological, physical or chemical laboratory... wherever pressing is required... this small, powerful, completely self contained press provides controlled pressures up to 20,000 lbs.; temperatures to 400°F. Interchangeable Carver standard accessories, available for optional use, provide means for handling numerous materials for some 60 general applications of small scale pressing tests.

All standard equipment, available for immediate shipment from stock.

Latest Catalog describes the Press and its many applications. Mail coupon for your copy today.

FRED S. CARVER INC.
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
341 HUDSON ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

Send catalog, describing Carver Laboratory Press and Standard Accessories. (No salesman, please.)

NAME: ..................................................

FIRM: ..................................................

ADDRESS: .........................................

...

RESEARCH BIOCHEMICALS
for Biological & Microbiological INVESTIGATIONS

Uniform Pre-tested Dependable

"VITAMIN FREE" CASEIN
Hot Alcoholic Extracted
Exceptional in Purity for Vitamin Tests

TYPICAL VITAMIN ANALYSIS (micrograms per gram)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vitamin</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THIAMINE</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIBOFLAVIN</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIACIN</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PYRIDOXINE</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANTOTHENIC ACID</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOTIN</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOLIC ACID</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now Available at New Reduced Prices
Write for Revised Catalogue S #810 Listing a Complete Selection of Over 400 Important Biochemicals

NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMICALS CORP. CLEVELAND 5, OHIO

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
9328 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

The Model P23 pressure transducers were specifically designed for the purpose of measuring and recording arterial and venous blood pressures. The system illustrated above demonstrates how simply measurements can be obtained with Statham transducers.

Please write our Engineering Department for more specific data.

STATHAM LABORATORIES

STATHAM PHYSIOLOGICAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

STATHAM PHYSIOLOGICAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

EKG or Recorder

STATHAM PHYSIOLOGICAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
**Personnel Placement**

**CHARGES and REQUIREMENTS**
for "PERSONNEL PLACEMENT" Ads

1. Rate: 15¢ per word, minimum charge $3.00 for each insertion. (If desired, a "Box Number" will be supplied, so that replies can be directed to SCIENCE for immediate forwarding. Such service counts as 8 words (e.g., a 25-word ad, plus a "Box Number", equals 33 words). All ads will be set in regular, uniform style, without display; the first word, only, in bold face type.

For display ads, using type larger or of a different style than the uniform settings, enclosed with separate border rules, the rate is $16.00 per inch; no extra charge for "Box Numbers".

2. Advance Payment: All Personnel Placement ads, classified or display, must be accompanied by correct remittance, made payable to SCIENCE. Insertion can not be made until payment is received.

3. Closing Date: Advertisements must be received by SCIENCE, 1515 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C., together with advance remittance, positively not later than 14 days preceding date of publication (Friday of each week).

**POSITIONS WANTED**

Academic Position desired by physical chemist, Ph.D. age 28. Excellent academic and research qualifications combined with native teaching ability. Prefer position where research is encouraged. Box 203, SCIENCE.

Bacteriologist: M.Sc., 2 years research, teaching, graduate minor in Organic Chemistry. Box 128, SCIENCE.

Bacteriologist: Ph.D., June. Biochemistry, Dairy Bacteriology, University Fellow, Sigma Xi, Phi Sigma. Desires industrial fermentation or pharmaceutical research. Box 190, SCIENCE. 6/23

Biochemist, Ph.D., 26, veteran. Graduate large Eastern University. Degree minors: organic chemistry and animal physiology. East or Midwest location desired. Available immediately. Box 197, SCIENCE. 6/23

Biochemist: Ph.D., Pharmacology minor, medical student; desires position with opportunity to complete medical training. Box 201, SCIENCE.


General Education: Biology. Four years experience major university program. Doctorate work in field of biology in general and higher education. Box 204, SCIENCE.

Laboratory Head or Production Manager Assistant—biological manufacturing company; well experienced pharmaceutical research and production. Exceptional references. Box 202, SCIENCE.

Malarialogist: recently completed two-year contract in Arabia in charge of household insect control work; especially interested in organizing malaria control and laboratory program; for further information, please write Burneice Larson, Medical Bureau, Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Microbiologist-Bacteriologist: Ph.D., 33, eleven years' responsible teaching and investigation, two post-doctoral fellowships, desires university position. Minimum $6000. Box 200, SCIENCE. R6/30

Are YOU seeking a new position?

41 REPLIES received from ONE classified ad in SCIENCE . . . . .

AVOID DELAY . . . . Cash in Advance payment
MUST be enclosed with ALL classified ads.
(See "Charges and Requirements" above.)

---

**Personnel Placement**

**POSITIONS OPEN**

Positions Open:

(a) Director of Research; small company; interesting program of expansion; must have research experience in pharmaceutical industry required: $12,000–$15,000. (b) Toxicologist to serve as chief, industrial health research section, large pharmaceutical company; preferably a Ph.D. in pharmacology; must be fully qualified to direct basic clinical biological research in industrial toxicology and industrial health; up to $12,000. (c) Physician or Ph.D. trained in vascular-renal physiology and, also, cytologists; research appointment, university medical school; Midwest. (d) Biochemist to supervise routine biochemical laboratory; duties would include research principally in nutrition; large teaching hospital; East. (e) Bacteriologist, B.S. or M.D. degree, for food research, department of bacteriology and, also, experienced bacteriologist with Master's degree for department of medicine; university medical school; Middle West. (f) Ph.D. in pharmacy, Ph.D. in pharmacognosy or pharmacology and Ph.D. in pharmaceutical chemistry; ranks dependent upon qualifications; salaries $4800–$6000. East. (g) Research Associates, 1205 Berger Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Teaching Fellowship: Bacteriology, September 1950, two year program leading to Master's degree. Stipend $900 and tuition. Reply Elizabeth Rohnston, Department Bacteriology, Smith College, Northampton, Mass.

---

**UNIVERSITY OF DACCA, East Bengal, Pakistan.**

- Applications are invited for the following posts on terms stated against each:

1. **Professor of Physics—Salary will depend upon qualifications and may amount to Rs. 2000/-p.m. including allowances. In exceptional cases it may be increased to Rs. 2500/-p.m.**
2. **Professor of Botany—Salary will depend upon qualifications and may amount to Rs. 1500/-p.m. including allowances.**
3. **Reader in Geology—Salary and allowances up to Rs. 1000/-p.m.**

(N.B. Re. 1/- = 1/6d)

Appointments will be on deputation or contract not exceeding 5 years or permanent basis in exceptional cases. Benefits of Provident Fund for service not less than five years, contribution to which on either side being 6½% of the salary. Quarters will be provided on payment of 10% of salary. First class free passage for joining appointment at Dacca will be provided.

Applicants should be distinguished scholars, with experience of teaching and guiding research. Knowledge of English is essential. Candidates should give full details of age, nationality, academic career, teaching experience, and original publications enclosing a copy of each; also testimonials and names and addresses of three referees.

Applications must reach the Registrar, University of Dacca (P.O. Ramna) East Bengal, Pakistan not later than 31st July, 1950.
For "CHARGES and REQUIREMENTS" see page 21, June 2nd issue.

**BOOKS**

The SHRUNKEN MOON
By J. E. SPURR

207 pages • 36 text figures • Price $4.00
BUSINESS PRESS • Lancaster, Penna.

WANTED TO PURCHASE:

**SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS**
Sets and runs, foreign and domestic
**SCIENTIFIC BOOKS**
Entire libraries and smaller collections
WALTER J. JOHNSON
125 East 23rd Street, New York 10, N.Y.

**WANTED—YOUR PERIODICALS**
We need complete sets, runs, volumes and single numbers.
**COLLEGE LIBRARY SERVICE** • Dept. A, Box 311, N. Y. 3
Please send us your lists of
**SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AND PERIODICALS** which you have for sale.
Complete libraries; sets and runs; and single titles are wanted.
Also please send us your want lists.
STECHERT-HAFNER, INC., 31 East 10th Street, New York 3.

Your sets and files of scientific journals are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send us lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. J. S. CANNER AND COMPANY, 909 Boyston Street, Boston 15, Massachusetts.

**SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT**

**QUARTZWARE**
for laboratory and industry
A complete line of standard laboratory ware. Also custom fabricating to meet your requirements.
THE PANRAY CORP.
340 Canal Street, New York 13, N.Y.

**ALL AMINO ACIDS** (natural, synthetic, unnatural), Rare Sugars, Biochemical Products, Reagents, New Pharmaceutical in stock. Write or phone Plaza 7-8171 for complete price list.
BIOS LABORATORIES, INC.
17 West 60th Street, New York 23, N.Y.

**NEW—IMPORTANT**

**BVL AGAR MEDIA TABLETS**
**SAVE TIME and EXPENSE—AVOID DRUGGERY**
Simply add water and sterile—Nutrients in 10 cc and 50 cc amounts, Sabouraud Dextrose, Czapek-Dox, Malt, Malt Dextrose and Various Plant Extract and Digest Media in lots of 100 and 1000 Tablets and Plain Agar in lots of 250 and 1000 Tablets.
BEN VENUE LABORATORIES, Inc. • Bedford, Ohio
just off the press

Leibiger's
GERMAN-ENGLISH
ENGLISH-GERMAN
DICTIONARY
for SCIENTISTS

At last an up-to-date dictionary—nearly 90,000 entries
752 p. $8.00

Have you a copy of our Catalog No. 7?

J. W. EDWARDS
Ann Arbor Michigan

GME Price List

GME-Lardy circular Warburg
  Basic Machine ......................... $500.00
  (With 12" deep nickel plated copper tank. Stainless steel tank, $250.00 extra.)
  18 manometer holders @ $6.00 ........ 108.00
  Rotating manometer stand ............. 42.00
  Circular gassing manifold ............. 25.00

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON ABOVE

GME 8 channel electroencephalograph Designed to meet tentative A.M.A. specifications $2950.00
  All amplifiers plug in. Special preamplifiers available for recording movement, pressure, and temperature.
  Delivery 90 Days

GME Laboratory Quality Audio Equipment
  Cathode follower amplifier ............ $150.00
  Corner horn and tweeters also available
  GME-Burke thermoregulator and greatly improved electronic relay ........ ........... $35.00

GME
4 Franklin Ave., Madison 5, Wisconsin

APPROACHES TO TUMOR CHEMOTHERAPY
x + 442 pp.—7½ x 10½—illustrated—clothbound—1947

This volume of 41 papers by leading authorities is a comprehensive summary of the progress so far made toward the chemotherapy of malignant tumors.

The plans for the volume were developed under the auspices of the National Cancer Institute and such other centers of cancer research as the Memorial Hospital of New York, the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, and the Lankenau Institute of Philadelphia.

Among the 93 contributors to the book are J. Engelbreth-Holm, M.D., University of Copenhagen, Denmark, and Alexander Haddow, M.D., D.Sc., University of London and the Royal Cancer Institute of London, England. Members of the staffs of all the principal cancer research institutions in the United States contributed to this volume.

APPROACHES TO TUMOR CHEMOTHERAPY was not only a deliberately planned program but the contributions were presented and discussed leisurely at two 5-day research conferences at Gibson Island, Maryland. After these presentations and discussions of the manuscripts they were reviewed and edited by both the Chairman of the Publications Committee and the Editor of the volume, and all the numerous references to the cancer literature throughout the world were carefully checked. However rapid the much hoped-for progress in the cancer problem may be, this volume promises to be an important and trustworthy reference book.

To: AAAS PUBLICATIONS
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

Please accept my order for one copy of APPROACHES TO TUMOR CHEMOTHERAPY. Remittance in the amount of $ ........... is enclosed.

NAME ..........................................................
ADDRESS .....................................................
CITY ........................................ ZONE ........ STATE 

PRICES FOR THIS BOOK IN CARTONS, postage prepaid, are as follows:
  Members of the A.A.A.S. .... $6.50
  Nonmembers and Institutions .. 7.75

Please enclose remittance with order
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
ALL THIS (or other combinations)
in 19" square floor or desk space

2. One-inch drawers for filing microslides vertically, either spaced or close-packed.
3. Two-inch drawers for Kodachromes and similar transparencies.
4. Four-inch drawer for lantern slides, index cards, or similar.
5. Four-inch drawer fitted with the TECHNILUME, a built-in spot illuminator for slide identification.

the compact, flexible, all-steel laboratory filing system

All vertical-filing drawers are interchangeable to make any combination your particular needs require. Bulletin No. 1600 describes this unique filing system. Please ask for it.

THE TECHNICON COMPANY • 215 East 149 St., New York 51, N. Y.
★ "AUTOFOCUS" — an exclusive AO time saver in examination of a series of slides.
★ LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM STAND is scientifically engineered for increased sturdiness and stability.
★ "FULL FIELD" ILLUMINATION — convenient, permanently adjusted for all objectives—is provided by the attachable light source.
★ CUSTOM TENSION ADJUSTMENT — substage and coarse focusing knobs may be set to suit your touch.
★ COMPLETELY NEW, YET THOROUGHLY TESTED — product of many years' research and development.
★ SERVICE, PARTS, OR ACCESSORIES are readily available.

THE PLUS VALUE

IN THE NEW
SPENCER
MEDICAL AND
LABORATORY
MICROSCOPE
NO. N35MH

Ask your AO Spencer Distributor to demonstrate “Autofocus” and show you the many other advantages of this famous American-made Microscope. For literature or the address of your nearest distributor write Dept. F3.

American Optical
INSTRUMENT DIVISION • BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK

Makers of Precision Optical Instruments for over 100 Years